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Note on an Algorithm for Computing the Reeb Graph

ADELA LUPESCU

Abstract. The Reeb graph of a real function defined on a manifold is a
useful mathematical tool with applications in computational topology, com-
putational geometry, determination of level sets, computer graphics and so
on. The main objective of this paper is to present an algorithm to determine
the Reeb graph of a real valued function defined on a compact surface.

1. Introduction

Given a topological space X and a real valued function f : X → R, define
on X the following equivalence relation ∼ : we have x ∼ y if and only if x
and y belong to the same path connected component of a level set f−1(a),
a ∈ R. The Reeb graph is the quotient space X/∼ := R(f). Here are few
examples.

Example 1.1. (1)The Reeb graph of a sphere when f is the height function:
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(2) The Reeb graph of a torus when f is the height function :

(3)The Reeb graph of a torus of genus 2 when f is the height function :

The Reeb graph, originally defined in the context of Morse theory in the
paper [7], can be used to study properties of a space through the lens of a
real-valued function by providing a way to track and visualize the connected
components of the space at level sets of the function.

Recall that, a category C is an algebraic structure consisting of the fol-
lowing elements :

1) a collection of objects denoted by ob(C);
2) a collection of morphisms denoted by hom(C);
3) the composition of morphisms (denoted by ◦ ), that is for every a, b, c ∈

ob(C) we have the binary operation

hom(a,b)× hom(b, c) 7→ hom(a, c)

such that the following properties hold:
A: The composition of morphisms is associative:

∀f ∈ hom(a, b), g ∈ hom(b, c), h ∈ hom(c, d) : h ◦ (g ◦ f) = (h ◦ g) ◦ f
idx: ∀ x ∈ ob(C), ∃ idx ∈ hom(x, x) s.t. ∀f ∈ hom(a, x) and g ∈

hom(x, b):

idx ◦ f = f , g ◦ idx = g

In our concrete case, the Reeb graphs form a category denoted by Reeb,
where the objects are finite graphs with real valued functions that are
strictly monotonic on the edges, and the morphisms are functions preserv-
ing maps between the underlying spaces. More precisely [3], an object of
the category Reeb is a finite graph, seen as a topological space X, together
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with a real valued function that is strictly monotonic on its edges. In what
follow, we use the notation (X, f) for a such object.

A morphism between (X, f) and (Y, g), is a function preserving maps
ϕ : X → Y , that is the following diagram is commutative:

The vertices of the Reeb graph R(f) are the classes of critical points x
such that x ∈ M s

c and M s
c ∩ C[f ] 6= ∅. Moreover, f induces the function

f̃ : R(f) → R such that the following relation holds f = f̃ ◦ π (see [1] for
definition and properties about critical points).

2. The algorithm

2.1. Description of the algorithm.

(1) Identify critical points;
(2) Arrange critical points in a vector v[i] in the same order that they

appear when tracing along the surface from absolute minimum to
absolute maximum;

(3) Every entry in the vector has the following form: v[i] = (Pi; type),
where type can be:
• a for minimum, with the special type aA for the absolute mini-

mum;
• b for a saddle point with the special types bi for the saddle

that comes after the absolute minimum and bp the saddle that
comes after a minimum (note: categ.sp). If the saddle does
not come after any type of minimum, the type will be obtained
by alternating the order from the last saddle that falls in the
categ.sp.
• c for maximum, with the special type cA for the absolute max-

imum;
(4) Pseudocode algorithm:

Entry data: X= surface, f= real valued function
Define a boolean function ver.type(P,Q) that compares the main

type of two given points;
Example: ver.type(a,aA)=true; ver.type (c,cA)=true, ver.type(bp,

bi)= true, ver.type(a,c)=false;
Define a function point(v[i]) that returns the point Pi;
First result: v[i] = (Pi; type), n = lenght (v[i]);
Let i = natural number;

Initialize i=1;
While i < n
if type(v[i])=a

if ver.type(point(v[i]), point(v[i+1])) is false
then draw element I;
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i=i+1;
else draw element II;

i=i+2;
if type(v[i])=bi and type(v[i+1])=bp

then draw element III;
i=i+1;

if type(v[i])=bp and type(v[i+1])=bi

then draw element I;
i=i+1;

if type(v[i])=b and v[i+1]=c
if ver.type(point(v[i+1]), point(v[i+2])) is false
then draw element I;
i=i+1;

else draw element IV;
i=i+2;

2.2. Examples of applying the algorithm.

(1) X=surface, f(x, y, z) = z
v[i] = ((P1, aA), (P2, bi), (P3, bp), (P4, bi), (P5, bp), (P6, cA))
n=6; i=1;
1 < 6
type v[1]=a (true)

ver.type(point(v[1]), point(v[2])) is false (true)
draw element I; i=i+1;

2 < 6
type v[2]=a (false)
type(v[2])=bi and type(v[3])=bp (true)

then draw element III; i=i+1;

3 < 6
type v[3]=a (false)
type(v[3])=bi and type(v[4])=bp (false)
type(v[3])=bp and type(v[4])=bi (true)

then draw element I; i=i+1;

4 < 6
type v[4]=a (false)
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type(v[4])=bi and type(v[5])=bp (true)
then draw element III; i=i+1;

5 < 6
type v[5]=a (false)
type(v[5])=bi and type(v[6])=bp (false)
type(v[5])=bp and type(v[6])=bi (false)
type(v[5])=bp and v[6]=c (true)

ver.type(point(v[6]), point(v[7])) is false (true)
then draw element I;

i=i+1;

6 < 6 false
draw graph;

(2) X=surface, f(x, y, z) = z
v[i] = ((P1, aA), (P2, a), (P3, bi), (P4, bp), (P5, bi), (P6, bp), (P7, bi), (P8, cA))
n=8; i=1;
1 < 6
type v[1]=a (true)

ver.type(point(v[1]), point(v[2])) is false (false)
draw element II; i=i+2;

3 < 6
type v[3]=a (false)
type(v[3])=bi and type(v[4])=bp (false)
type(v[3])=bp and type(v[4])=bi (true)

then draw element I; i=i+1;

4 < 8
type v[4]=a (false) type(v[4])=bi and type(v[5])=bp (true)

then draw element III; i=i+1;

5 < 8
type v[5]=a (false)
type(v[5])=bi and type(v[6])=bp (false)
type(v[5])=bp and type(v[6])=bi (true)

then draw element I; i=i+1;
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6 < 8
type v[6]=a (false)
type(v[6])=bi and type(v[7])=bp (true)

then draw element III; i=i+1;

7 < 8
type v[7]=a (false)
type(v[7])=bi and type(v[8])=bp (false)
type(v[7])=bp and type(v[8])=bi (false)
type(v[7])=b and v[8]=c (true)

ver.type(point(v[8]), point(v[9])) is false (true)
then draw element I; i=i+1;

8 < 8 false
draw graph;
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